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psychological profile.
This paper argues that by identifying and measuring the
profile of an attacker we can provide more realistic estimates
to cyber-security risks. Cyber-psychology research has
provided accurate profile models for attackers [6] based upon
the Five Factor Theory (FFT) model [7], [8]; while the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [9]
classified different attacker types according to their capability,
intention and target.
In this paper principles from investigative psychology and
behavioural science and risk assessment standards, such as
ISO27001, 27005 [12], are applied in order to: develop a
quantifiable psychological profiling model using personality,
social, technical, location and motivation traits, based on
Fogg’s’ behavioral model [10], [11]; present a socio-technical
risk estimation approach that the quantified psychological
profile becomes a factor in the cyber risk level calculation
providing realistic estimates.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK
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Abstract—Evaluating the levels of cyber-security risks within an
enterprise is most important in protecting its information system,
services and all its digital assets against security incidents (e.g.
accidents, malicious acts, massive cyber-attacks). The existing risk
assessment methodologies (e.g. eBIOS, OCTAVE, CRAMM, NIST800) adopt a technical approach considering as attack factors only the
capability, intention and target of the attacker, and not paying
attention to the attacker’s psychological profile and personality traits.
In this paper, a socio-technical approach is proposed in cyber risk
assessment, in order to achieve more realistic risk estimates by
considering the personality traits of the attackers. In particular, based
upon principles from investigative psychology and behavioural
science, a multi-dimensional, extended, quantifiable model for an
attacker’s profile is developed, which becomes an additional factor in
the cyber risk level calculation.

T

HE level of risk is assessed as a function of the impact, or
consequences, of a security event (e.g. malicious incident/
act, cyber-security attack) and the probability of its
occurrence. Risk assessment is a crucial process as it
determines the conditions that could hamper an organization
and quantify the damage that such events could cost.
Cyber risk assessment standards (e.g. ISO270x, ISO15408,
ISO18045) and methodologies (e.g. OCTAVE, EBIOS,
TVRA, OWASP, NIST-800, MITRE) are necessary for the
secure governance of any enterprise, since cyber-attacks
dramatically grow in parallel to technological innovations (e.g.
IoT, AI, HPC, robotics, quantum). Cybercrime incidents
reflect one of the greatest problems in society, while
interrupting with daily activities, and operations, generating
substantial financial losses, undermining user confidence and
causing major damage to the economy and democracy [1].
All policy, technological, standardization and research
efforts in risk assessment adopt a technological point of view
[2]-[4]. This monolithic perspective does not consider the
psychological, social or behavioural factors, although it is well
acknowledged that people are the weakest link in cybersecurity [5] as hackers are responsible for the cybercrimes.
Thus, we need to further examine the human characteristics,
understand the individual and identify his/her behaviour and
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This section provides the basic background principles and
concepts used in the proposed socio-technical approach to risk
assessment.
A. Psychological Profiles and Personality Traits
In this paper, the common definition of psychological
profile is adopted, as the set of characteristics that identify the
person's personality, mental and emotional stage. We use the
models and theories described in this section for the
development of a holistic model to classify attackers.
Psychological profiling (or just ‘profiling’) is broadly
defined as the various techniques of identifying and analysing
behaviours performed in a crime. It is mostly used in forensic
psychology, but the application in cyber-security crimes
appears to be feasible as well [6]. Profiling assists the
investigation by either selecting the offender from a pool of
suspects or by providing the offender’s description for future
identification [13]. A behaviour model, the B = MAT
behaviour model developed by Fogg [10], seeks to identify the
type of cue needed to encourage the appropriate action,
dependent on an individual’s motivation and ability to perform
the act. According to Fogg, the likelihood of a behavior (B)
occurring is a product of motivation (M), Ability (A), and the
appropriate trigger (T), this is the reason is referred as the B =
MAT model (Fig. 1).
Fogg’s model is used to manage the behaviour which
promotes defending organizations and help employees
becoming more security aware and follow security practices
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[14], [15]. A common personality model that is being used is
the FFT model [7], [8], or big five personality traits, or ‘the
big five’, introduced by McCrae & Costa [7] outlining the five
traits as described in Table I.

their analysis.
C. Quantification of Personality
Researchers and behavioural analysts use different
approaches to measure personality and psychosocial factors
(traits) of an individual. Psychological assessments provide
useful data which contribute towards the understanding of a
person’s capabilities and characteristics [25], [26]. These data
are collected and interpreted through various methods such as,
rating scales [27], interviews [28] and self-reports [29].
NIST [9] adopts the rating scale approach and suggests a
set of attack factors (characteristics) to describe an attacker.
Types of attackers are differentiated according to their
capability, intention and target (Table II). For each
characteristic, a five-tier scale of qualitative and semiquantitative values, together with a detailed description is
provided.
TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF THE HACKER CAPABILITY [9]
Characteristics of the hacker potential by NIST
Semi-Quantitative
Description of the
Qualitative Values
Values
Adversary
Very sophisticated level of
Very High
96-100
10
expertise
Sophisticated level of
High
80-95
8
expertise
Moderate
21-79
5
Moderate resources
Low
5-20
2
Limited resources
Very Low
0-4
0
Very limited resources

Fig. 1 The Fogg Behaviour Model [10], [11]
TABLE I
FACETS OF THE BIG FIVE PERSONALITY TRAITS [16]
Traits
Facets
Agreeableness
Trust, Altruism, Morality, Politeness
Gregariousness, Assertiveness/Outspokenness,
Extraversion
Activity/Energy level, Positive Emotions/Mood
Orderliness/Neatness, Achieving-Striving/
Conscientiousness
Perseverance, Self-Discipline, Dutifulness/
Carefulness, Self-Efficacy
Self-Consciousness, Vulnerability/Nervousness,
Neuroticism
Anxiety/Fearfulness, Sensitivity to tension
Intellect/Creativity, Capacity to express
Openness to experiences
emotions, Imaginative, Artistic Interest/
Originality, Adventurousness

These five traits in Table I can be affected by genetic,
environmental and genes’ factors in combination with
alternative ways of thinking [16], [17]. The above model has
been used for developing hackers’ personality profiles, as we
will see in Section III.
B. Attacker’s Behavioural Models and Psychological
Profiles
Although they are various classifications of attackers (or
cyber agents) found in the literature (e.g. [9], [18]), we will
concentrate on the black hat hackers, who are computer
criminals’ representing a public threat and breach computer
security for personal criminal achievement [19], [20]. The
beginner black hat hacker has as a main personality trait,
openness to experience while the advanced black hat hacker
demonstrates
extraversion,
agreeableness
and
conscientiousness [21].
Cyber-psychology researchers have provided profile models
for hackers based on personality traits, using the FFT model
[6], [21]. Extended psychological profiles for hackers have
been developed using not only personality factors but other
factors, such as intelligence, social and technical skills [6], [9].
Finally, various cyber security threat models [22]-[24]
consider hackers’ classifications and basic behaviour traits in
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Similar tables with similar attack factors have been
developed (e.g. MITRE [30]) in order to capture the attackers’
potential. However, none of these methodologies include
psychological profiles as attack factors.
D. Theoretical Concepts of Cyber Risk Assessment
A cyber-security threat is defined as the potential cause of
an unwanted incident (e.g. fire, unauthorized software
changes), which may result in harm to a system or
organization (ISO/IEC 27000:2016) [18]. Various reports
annually are published indicating the most recent threat
landscape [31]-[33]. The level of a threat depends upon the
frequency of its occurrence. Vulnerability is defined as the
weakness of a cyber-asset to be exploited by one or more
threats due to lack of appropriate controls (ISO/IEC 2700x).
For example, a software (asset) is vulnerable to unauthorized
software change (threat) since back-up files (control) are not
kept. The level of vulnerability (how easy becomes to overpass
the control) depends upon the appropriateness of the selected
controls (e.g. technical, procedural) to avoid exploiting the
threat.
In case a threat is exploited (via a cyber-attack) it will
reveal various consequences (impact) to the organization that
owns this asset such as, financial, legal, or societal. The
impact level depends upon the number and severity of the
consequences. The cyber-security risk depends upon the
threat, vulnerability and impact level. T calculate the cyber
security risk, R , of a threat, T , to an asset A, we compute
the threat level l T , impact level l I and vulnerability level
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l V of this threat T to the asset A. We continue by
performing this calculation for all threats T that asset A faces:
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R

T

l V l T l I

(1)

By risk assessment we mean the above exhaustive
calculation for each cyber asset, A, in our organizations’
Information System, for all the threats, T , that each cyber
asset A faces. Policy makers have issued various security
policies, regulations and guidelines, such as NIS [34] and
Cyber-security Act [35], to create a secure digital
environment, encouraging the organizations to perform risk
assessments. Standardization bodies have published various
cyber-security risk assessment and management standards
(ISO 27001, ISO27005), where various cyber risk assessment
methodologies, implementing these standards, have been
published [36]. Computer scientists have developed innovative
risk assessment tools, such as CYSM [37] and Medusa [4],
providing user-friendly digital tools to automate the risk
assessment process.
Although the human factor is considered the most important
element in cyber-security [38], in the above-mentioned risk
assessment approaches, psychological factors have not been
considered. With this paper, we aim to enhance existing
efforts in hackers’ psychological profiling and quantify
hackers’ psychological traits in order to more realistically
estimate vulnerabilities and cyber-security risks.
III. PROPOSED SOCIO-TECHNICAL CYBER RISK ESTIMATION
METHOD
In this section we propose a multi-dimensional, measurable
(black) hackers’ profile and its personality traits based upon
psychological, behavioural, societal, technical profile using
the FFT personality model and Fogg’s’ behavioural model
(Sections II A and B). A socio-technical approach to cyber risk
calculation is further developed and presented.
A. Hackers’ Holistic Psychological Profile
In particular, we claim that Fogg’s model can be applied to
hackers’ behaviours. For instance, if a hacker is motivated
(e.g. economic motives) to undertake an attack (e.g.
Distributed Denial of Service Attack-DDoS), then addressing
his ability (e.g. IT skills in using built-in terminal commands
in networked machine) will increase the likelihood of carrying
out the behaviour (performing an attack). Similarly, if an
action is simple and the hacker is able to complete it, then
addressing motivation (e.g. boredom) should also increase the
likelihood. Once motivation and ability are addressed,
according to Fogg’s model, we should then look into triggers.
These triggers, in the hackers’ case, can take the form of: 1)
signals (e.g. new published vulnerability), best used when the
hacker is motivated and has the ability, 2) sparks that seek to
motivate as well as trigger the performance of an attack (e.g.
warning that computers will be at risk if the vulnerability is
not treated), or 3) facilitators, that seek to both trigger a
behaviour and make it easier (e.g. no control is published for
this vulnerability). Therefore, we propose the following
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hackers’ multi-dimensional psychological profile (Table III)
consisting of five main traits (personality, social and technical
skills, relationship, motivation) including sub-categories for
each trait, utilized as measurement benchmarks.
TABLE III
PROPOSED HACKERS’ MULTI-DIMENSIONAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE
FACETS
Personality Traits
Extraversion
Gregariousness, Assertiveness/Outspokenness, Activity/
Energy level, Positive Emotions/Mood
Conscientiousness Orderliness/Neatness, Achieving-Striving/Perseverance,
Self-Discipline, Dutifulness/Carefulness), Self-Efficacy
Openness to
Intellect/Creativity, Imaginative, Scientifically
experiences
Interested/Originality, Adventurousness
Social Traits
Selected social
Difficult to adapt to conventional social norms. Easy to
exposure
build strong e-bonds with co-hackers in communities in
the Deep Web. These communities are open by
invitation only
Not conventional
Finds social situations difficult. Easy to build
relationships
professional virtual relationships. Hackers enter visual
communities building strong relations and discover
security vulnerabilities through social engineering,
which helps them to execute sophisticated attacks
Not talkative
Difficult to initiate social talks; difficult to express
him/herself in a social setting
Manipulative
Leads people into providing confidential information to
compromise information systems
Technical skills & Resources
Networking skills
Functional and operational aspects of e.g. routers and
switches, DNS, HCP
IT skills
Operating Systems, languages, Software and emerging
technologies
Soft skills
Problem Solver, team worker
Forensics skills
Uses security scripts, forensics tools
Available
Owns or has access to high computer processing power
Resources
(e.g. powerful machines, multiple Virtual Machines,
HPCs) and security communities (e.g.
hacking/penetration testing/cryptanalytic)
Relationship with the organization
Insider (works in the organization), Supplier/Supply chain partner (provides
services or part the organisations’ value chain), Outsider
Motivations
Economic, political, commercial or governmental espionage, boredom, fun,
revenge, evangelists of governmental openness and transparency (‘us against
them” view), whistle blower (warns the society of any digital wrong doings)
Triggers
Zero-day vulnerability warnings for attacks, price published in the Dark Web
for those that will exploit the vulnerability, hackers’ groups, announced that
work on the exploitation of this new vulnerability

B. Quantification of Hackers’ Holistic Psychological Profile
As per the the NIST approach (Table II), for each trait in
Table III, we provide a five-tier scale of qualitative and semiquantitative values which will in turn give us a score for the
profile, as described in Table IV.
In Table IV, we reveal the hackers’ quantified profile which
will increase the likelihood of carrying out the behaviour
(performing an attack) as its value increases. This knowledge
can be valuable to an organization either to identify the
potential of an employee (e.g. member of security team,
administrator) to become a hacker so the organization can
avoid insiders’ malicious attacks; or to better identify suspects
after an attack during the cybercrime investigation. For
example, if the organization has experienced a catastrophic
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attack that paralyzed the whole IT infrastructure, it can be
concluded that the attacker was an expert and thus the
potential suspects have the corresponding traits in Table III.
These traits may serve as evidence in the cybercrime
investigation, minimizing the search from a cybercriminal
database.
TABLE IV
PROPOSED QUANTIFICATION OF HACKERS’ PSYCHOLOGICAL PROFILE
Qualitative Values
SemiDescription of the
Quantitative
Adversary
Values
Very High (expert
96-100
10
Has 100% of the traits
hacker)
described in Table III in all
categories
High (experienced
80-95
8
Has more than 80% of the
hacker)
traits described in Table III
Moderate (junior
21-79
5
Has more than 20% of the
hacker)
traits described in Table III
Low (mature hacker)
5-20
2
Has more than 5% of the traits
described in Table III
Very Low (not
1-4
1
Has less than 4% of the traits
skilled hacker)
described in Table III

C. A Proposed Socio-Technical Method to Cyber-Risk
Estimation
As we saw in Section II D, traditional technical risk
assessment methodologies calculate the risk (R ) of a threat T
to an asset A, by evaluating the threat level l T , impact level
l I and vulnerability level l V of this threat T to the asset
A. We continue by performing this calculation for all threats
T that asset A faces:
R

T

l V l T l I .

(2)

The
vulnerability
level,
l V ,
using
classical
methodologies, take into consideration the following four
vulnerability factors (VF-i):

VF-1: Ease of discovery which is related to how easy is to
discover the vulnerability/weakness. Four possible score
values can be found here: practically impossible (0),
difficult (1), easy (2) and very easy (3).

VF-2: Ease of exploit that actually depicts how easy is for
an adversary to exploit the vulnerability/weakness. The
score values for this factor are the following: practically
impossible (0), difficult (1), easy (2) and very easy (3).

VF-3: Ease of detection meaning how likely is for a threat
to be detected. The likelihood of detection scores as
follows: proactively detectable (0), actively detectable (1),
post-actively detectable (2) and non-detectable (3).

VF-4: Awareness which depicts how well-known is a
vulnerability/weakness. The score values for this factor
are: totally unknown (0), hidden (1), obvious (2) and
publicly known (3).
Thus, the classical risk estimation in (1) based upon the four
above vulnerability factors becomes:
R

T

l T l I l V =l T l I (

VF

(3)

average score of the profile of the potential hacker. The score
values for this factor are defined in Table IV. The level of a
vulnerability, l V , with this proposal is computed now based
on five vulnerability factors, VF , as follows:
l V

VF

(4)

Thus, the risk of a threat T to asset A becomes:
R

T

l T l I l V = l T l I VF (

VF

(5)

If we compare the risk estimate R as can be derived from
any technical risk assessment calculation using (2) and the
proposed new estimate, R , using (4), we realise that they
differ by the factor VF , i.e.
R =VF R

(6)

The above estimate suggests that the risk estimate is not a
unique number (as treated in technical risk assessment
approaches) but depends on the various profile estimates. For
example, using Table III and (5), we can conclude that the
advanced adversaries (expert hacker, VF-5 = 8) will increase
the risk level R by a factor of 8, the amateur hacker (VF-5 =
2) by a factor of 2 and the unskilled hacker (VF-5 = 1) will not
increase the risk level of the traditional technical risk
estimation.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In order to secure our economy and society we need to
advance our cyber-security capabilities by building bridges
between computer scientists, psychology researchers,
behavioural scientists and sociologists to develop advanced
holistic socio-technical security management and incident
handling techniques. Personality profile is a main factor in
psychology investigation, forensics psychology and also in
cyber risk assessment (as we propose in this work). This paper
reveals that the interplay between psychological investigation
and behavioural findings will lead to more accurate estimation
of cyber risks. By identifying personality, behavioural, social,
technical, motivation and location traits, we composed a
multi-dimensional psychological profile of a hacker. The
quantification of the profile and its traits is leading to more
accurate calculations of cyber risks. Profiling here acts as a
way to have realistic estimates of cyber risks, as a proactive
measure to better select employees and avoid internal attacks
and as an assistance to the investigation by either select the
offender from a pool of suspects or by providing the
offender’s description for future identification. The authors
hope the work in this paper, will encourage further sociotechnical cyber-security research.
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